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How have we imagined dinosaurs?













What does science reveal about the 
secret lives of dinosaurs?

What did they look like?









Science secrets: can we tell what 
dinosaurs looked like? 







Extinct 
dinosaurs



Living dinosaur

Closest  living cousins of dinosaurs



Quarries in Liaoning Province, 
and adjacent areas in northeastern China 

Rocks ~149 Ma-110 Ma





Dilong : a proto-feather covered 

tyrannosaurid

Illustration by  © Portia Sloan

Xu et al., 2004



Dinosaur
bristles and fuzz



Microraptor





Feathers and filamentous feather precursors (fuzz)



Scales are rare….

They are in sauropods



Hadrosaurs
Ceratopsians



by Mark Alan Stamaty



A large tyrannosaurid



Scienc secrets: what color was your 
dinosaur?





How would you figure out 
the color of an extinct 

dinosaur?





Melanin based coloration

Browns and rufous reds:
phaeomelanosomes

Black:
eumelanosomes

White:
melanosomes

absent



Melanosomes are melanin pigment packages. 
Black melanosomes have longer particles and are more dense.
Red melanosomes have shorter particles and are less dense.

Red hairBlack hair

Liu et al., 2005



Comparisons with 100+melanosome samples 
associated with red-brown, black, 

and gray colors in living birds







Illustration by  ©  Michael DiGiorgio

First color map of an 
extinct dinosaur





• As soon as 
feathers 
appear in 
the fossil 
record …



• they are 
patterned… 
with spots and 
stripes



Microraptor ~120 Ma a dromaeosaur
dinosaur 







Iridescence is used in displays and signaling… 



Secrets: What might dinosaurs 
sound like?



In our imagination…







Reide et al. 2015

Sound makers: vocal folds





Small brains….



Balanoff et al., 2013



Bird Song

RespirationSyrinx



Science Secrets: 
When do dinosaurs make sounds?









Boom? Honk? Coo?





Bird song



Science secrets: what would happen if 
dinosaurs didn’t go extinct?



Imagination: The Dinosauroid





Thank you!



Follow Dr. Clarke’s adventures next month!
Feb 11, reddit.com/r/science
antarcticdinos.org
@antarcticdinos
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